Image processing and its clinical application
The image processor of CR allows several types of digital image processing. The major imageprocessing techniques of CR consist of gray-scale conversion and spatial frequency enhancement for the specified spatial frequency range. A computed radiograph processed by the image processor is printed as a hard copy on a single-emulsion transparent film by a high-resolution laser printer. For most examinations, two differently processed images obtained from one X-ray exposure are printed on a single 10 x 14-in. film. We think it appropriate to process one image to resemble the characteristic curve of a conventional screen/film radiograph ("normally" processed image), mainly by gradation conversion, and to process the complementary image like a zeroradiogram by gray-scale conversion to expand the image contrast and by strong spatial frequency enhancement so that it resembles a zeroradiogram (enhanced image). The normally processed image allows diagnosis mainly on the degree of X-ray attenuation of the tissue and the enhanced image allows diagnosis corresponding to the contour of the object. The type of processing required for a given examination is automatically selected and performed by the image processor. The CR system in current use can be programmed for image processing of up to 24 types of examination (programmed types). The type of image processing may also be manually controlled by using an image-processing console (post-processing mode), however this was seldom necessary in routine radiographic studies.
In the following, we describe lesion visualization with the various types of image processing, taking the clinical example of a lO-year-old girl who had osteosarcoma located mainly in the proximal region of the tibial diaphysis. Figure 17 .1 a, b shows the two differently processed images printed on a single film after the programmed type for the extremity has been chosen. Figure l7 .la is the normally processed image with high contrast and weak frequency enhancement around the spatial frequency of 0.25 lp/mm. Figure  17 .1 b shows the enhanced image with expanded latitude and strong frequency enhancement at the same frequency as above. On the normally processed image, bone lesions can be well recognized, but the advancement of the tumor into the soft tissues is more difficult to assess. On the enhanced image, the density of the boundary areas of the bone lesion is too low, but the periosteal response and the shape of the tumors advancing into the soft tissues can be clearly recognized. Figure 17 .1 c represents a post-processed image obtained by strong frequency enhancement mainly around the lower frequency of 0.12 Ip/mm. On this image, tumor advancement into the soft tissues can be recognized as clearly as in Fig. 17.1 b, but no additional information can be obtained. Therefore, Fig. 17 .1 c seems to be unnecessary for general diagnosis. Figure 17 .ld shows a postprocessed image obtained by strong frequency enhancement mainly around the high frequency of 1.0 Jp/mm. On this image, the bone crista is well visualized, but lesions in the soft tissues are difficult to assess compared with Fig. 17.1 b. In addition, noise is enhanced, there is ircreased granularity, and tumorous changes of the bone itself are not as clear as in Fig. l7 .la. Figure 17 .ld thus seems to be unnecessary for general diagnosis. 
